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Welcome to Data Creator
Create data sample to use in your work

Data Creator can create sample data in a structured way, with insertion of data
which can replicate the real data your database has to manage, or your web page
has to include, or your software in general has to manage.
It can be used to create full realistic data set for any purpose you like.
It can produce small or massive data set for any purpose.
Data Creator is simple to use and powerful, with over 50 different types of realistic
data to insert in custom created data tables.
It’s fast, it can create and ll thousands and thousands of records in few seconds.
It uses an intuitive macOS interface any user is able to use from the rst launch.
Data Creator allows to export and save data on disk in an unlimited number of
custom format plus same ready to use one.
TSV (tab separated values) or CSV (comma separated values) for database
importing, HTML Table or web page with table embedded (ready to be viewed in a
browser) or a custom format where the user can specify in great details the format
to use to export.
Data Creator is a must have for developers in any eld.
It requires minimum macOS 10.10 Yosemite and successive.
Data Creator is fully macOS 10.13 High Sierra optimized.
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Getting Started with Data Creator
Using Demo documents

Launch Data Creator.
Open a new document.
Working in the eld detail area
Create a new eld pressing the ‘add eld button’

Assign the type ‘English Name (Mixed)’
Assign the name ‘Person name’ in the Name eld.
Assign the Name kind: ‘Mixed Name + Surname’
Assign the Country Language: ‘English’

Create a new eld pressing the ‘add eld button’
Assign the type ‘Numeric’ with a xed length of 8
Assign the name ‘Customer ID’ in the Name eld.
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You have created a template for a database with four elds (Name, Surname,
Customer ID, Product) and as many records as you like
The table on the left shows the eld you created.

The table on the right (empty for now) shows that a column were inserted for any
eld you created and the table is ready to accept new records for this database
You can ll the database with how many records you need for your work.
Click the ‘+’ button to add a single record
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Create a new eld pressing the ‘add eld button’
Assign the type ‘Cheese’
Assign the name ‘Product’ in the Name eld.
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You see a record is added with random data (you will see one different from the
picture)

An english name in the rst column
An english surname in the second column
A number in the third column
A cheese in the fourth column
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Add now 2000 records:
press the ‘+ Add More Records…’ button
and insert ‘2000’ in the panel

press OK
After a short delay the app will insert 2000 records in the database
You can scroll the window to see them
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You can export the data to import them later in any database you need to test using
these data.
To export the data press the ‘Export…’ button,

Add all the elds in the list of elds to export, and press Continue.
Select where to save, select the type of formatting, if Tabbed or CSV or HTML
Table , and in case if you want the rst row of the le to be the names of the elds
selecting the dedicated checkbox, then press OK.

The data will be saved as a text le on disk.
You can import the text le in any database for test and demonstration use.
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Data Creator Reference
What is It?
Data Creator can create sample data in a structured way (records with elds), with
insertion of data which can replicate the real data your database will have to
manage.
It can be used to create data to be used for stress test of structures and scripts with
realistic data for database test or for any other kind of software that needs
structured data
As example if you are developing web pages it can output also in html table format
If you are developing a Postgresql or mysql database it can output in TSV (tab
separated value) or in CVS (Comma separated value) ready to be imported in your
database for test and demonstration purpose
Any database has elds and records
In Data Creator, elds can be created exactly as in a database, de ning the type of
the content. The difference is that Data Creator ll the database with true looking
content for you
Records can be added using the internal data generator.
Data Creator can create thousands of record in a ash, clicking a button, all lled
with realistic data of the kind you like.
If the purpose of a true Database is to manage the user data, the purpose of Data
Creator is to create samples of these data, to be used inside databases for
development, debugging, test and demonstration purpose
Any developer can take advantage of Data Creator

Document based
Data Creator is document based
Inside any document the user can save the structure of a database and all the
records created.
When the records are exported, the records are saved on a separate text le on
disk, the content of the documents containing both the database structure and the
records remain unaltered

Fields of the Database
The database structure can be de ned inside the document creating and de ning
new elds.
To create a new elds select the ‘+’ button on the left table
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A new eld will be created. At the same time a new column is inserted inside the
table (the DataBase table) on the right of the document window
Inside the Field Details area you can specify details of the selected eld
You can specify the name of the eld, the name of the column of the DatBase table
will change in accordance

You can specify the type of the eld, this will specify which kind of content will be
used to ll the database for this eld
As example if you specify ‘English Female Name’ for the eld, when you will create
new records, this eld will be lled with names for a list of female names, if you
specify ‘Cheese’ the eld will be lled with names from a list of cheeses
All the data are inside the app ready to be used, you don’t need to access data from
outside lists.
The available eld type are:
Alpha lowercase (Fixed length or inside a speci c range)
Alpha Uppercase (Fixed length or inside a speci c range)
Alpha Anycase (Fixed length or inside a speci c range)
Alphanumeric lowercase (Fixed length or inside a speci c range)
Alphanumeric Uppercase (Fixed length or inside a speci c range)
Alphanumeric Anycase (Fixed length or inside a speci c range)
Numeric String(Fixed length or inside a speci c range)
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Integer Number in Range
Decimal Number in Range (with selectable decimal separator and decimals
positions)
Hexadecimal Uppercase (Fixed length or inside a speci c range)
Email
Date (specifying an interval time to use to create date and using a user selected
format)
Constant String
Animals
Cakes
Cheeses
Colors
Italian Wines
Vegetables
Fruits
Countries
USA States
French Departments
Italian Provinces
Spanish Provinces
Days of Week
Months of Year
USA Streets
French streets
German Streets
Italian Streets
Spanish Streets
USA Cities
French Cities
German Cities
Italian Cities
Person Name
With the following speci cation:
• Names (female)
• Names (male)
• Names (mixed)
• Surname (mixed)
• Names (female) + Surname
• Names (male)+ Surname
• Names (mixed)+ Surname
Using the country language:
• English
• French
• German
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To specify the Field type use the popup in the eld details area. The list is large:

For any kind of generated string you can specify a constant (the same for all the
elds in the column) pre x and suf x
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• Italian
• Spanish
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anytime a eld is edited a status indicator shows if the eld speci cations are correct
or generate an error
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Under the data table an indication speci es how many elds cause an error
condition.
Looking at the elds table you can see which elds are marked as red and x the
errors

Create Data
After a structure de ning the database is created ( elds and types of elds, at least
1 eld) , new records can be inserted
Record can be inserted one by one clicking the ‘+’ add record button or inserting a
speci ed number of record pressing the ‘+ Add More Records…’ button and
specifying how many records to add

You can also indicate the total record you want in the table with the ‘Set’ button
You will indicate in the dialog how many total records you want in the table

At the bottom of the table there is always an indication of the total records in the
database and of the selected records
When adding records a progress indicator will always indicate the progress of the
operation

Delete Data
Records can also be deleted selecting them (all the selected records will be deleted)
clicking the ’-’ delete record button
You can also remove a de ned quantity of records with the ‘Remove’ button.

fi
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A dialog will ask how many records you want to delete

Copy Operations
You can copy selected rows using the action menu at the foot of the record table
The content will be copied in the clipboard
The available formats are similar to the one you can obtain via the Export command
• Tab Separated Value
• Comma separated Value with Quotes
• Comma separated Value with No Quotes
• Html table
• Html Page with table
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The action menu contains other commands available also via other buttons

Changing Data
Data inside any record can be renewed using the refresh button (all the records
selected will be updated with a new content)
Also the structure of the database can be modi ed after records were inserted
Field name can be changed at any time
Field type can be changed at any time, content of all the records will be update in
accordance
Field can be added and removed at any time, records will be updated

Number of records inside a database are not modi ed adding or removing elds in
the eld list
Removing all the elds of a Database will cause all the records of a database to be
removed (until there is at least one eld, records are kept in the document)

Moving the columns
You can move elds in the eld table and the associated columns
To move a eld up and down use the arrows at the base of the elds table.

When you move a eld in the elds table the associated column moves in the
database in accordance.
If a elds goes up the column moves on the left, if a eld goes down the columns
moves on the right.
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Columns in the database are keep always automatically in sync with the position of
the eld keys in the elds list.

The toolbar
The toolbar provide easy access to some commands. Standard behavior as in any
Mac app. You can modify it as you like right-clicking on it and selecting ‘Customize
Toolbar...’

Data align
You can align data inside any single column using the buttons inside the ‘Field &
columns details’ area.
The selection is saved and remembered by the documents.

This setting doesn’t change in any way the export output .

Exporting Data
To use the created data in external application, you need to export them to the
extern application.
To export the data inside a Data Creator document, press the ‘Export…’ button.
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A panel dialog will allow to select where to export the data inside a text le.
First of all you have to select which elds (columns) to export from the rst dialog

Then, pressing continue, in the successive dialog you can select the format to save
to.

You can select the format from a list of selection:
• Tab Separated Value
• Comma separated Value with Quotes
• Comma separated Value with No Quotes
• Html table
• Html Page with table
or use a custom format where you specify all the elements.

fi
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In the custom format you can use templates to pre-insert value in elds then modify
them.

The ‘Start of le’ and ‘End of le’ are used once in a le, at the start and at the end
of the le.
The other elements are repeated for any row.
The ‘Start of record’ opens the row and the ‘End of record’ closes the row.
Inside the row any eld is inside a ‘Field open tag’ and ‘Field close tag’ pair
forming a eld block.
Any of this eld block will be separated by each other by a ‘Field separator’
The ‘Use End of Record in last record is useful in case it is necessary or must be
omitted (as example in the TSV or CSV format, to avoid a nal empty line the end
of record ‘\n’ is omitted for the last record.
To learn how to use the different elds experiment with the templates and see how
the different eld are used.
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If you know how an html table is formatted, a simple look on how the HTML Table
template is lled should explain to you a lot.

In any format, an option allows to create a rst record with the name of the elds.
That because some database allows to import records in text format reading the rst
row not as a true record but just as the titles to assign to the elds of the records

The macOS modern features
Data Creator adopts and makes use of the latest Apple technologies available in
modern macOS release
They are used in the standard Apple way, so nothing new to learn if you already
know how to use them.
• Resume – the app will reopen at the point and state the user left it included
opened documents and unsaved one
• Auto save – the app saves using the macOS autosave functionality
• Versions – the user can look at previous versions of documents and restore to any
earlier version
To use the Versions you can select ‘File > revert To >Browse All Versions…’ from the
File menu.

• Full Screen - the user can switch at any time to full screen using the native
macOS full screen mode and commands (use the upper right icon in the window to
go full screen and bang the mouse in the upper part of the screen to re-obtain the
menu and eventually clicking the standard icon to exit the full screen mode)

Dark Appearance Mode
This application is also fully compatible with Light and Dark Appearance Mode
available on macOS from macOS 10.14 Mojave and successive.
You can switch at any time from one mode to another.

Preferences
General
Specify the action to do at startup
• Standard Behavior (with auto-resume)
• Open Dialog if No resume
• Open Dialog Always
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• Open Selected preferred document
At any successive relaunch the app will execute the option selected.
The additional three buttons at the foot of the edit eld let you:
• Show in the nder the selected le
• Test open the selected le as it will be done at the next application launch
• Clear the selection
To select a document press the select from disk button and select it from the open
dialog that will follow
The reference to the le is taken using scooped bookmarks and they work even if
you move the le on your disk, even if your le is in the trash.
To update the path display in case the le was moved, click the ‘show in nder’ or
the ‘test open’ button

To select a document press the select from disk button and select it from the open
dialog that will follow
At any successive relaunch Data Creator will execute the option selected.
The additional two buttons at the foot of the edit eld let you:
• Show in the nder the selected le
• Test open the selected le as it will be done at the next application launch

Update

* Update section is not available in the App Store Release (if you purchased
via the App Store, to obtain an update use the App Store Update function)
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Data Creator can inform you if an update is available.
If enabled, the application will check no more then once a day.
‘Ask at startup’ asks you if you like to have the application check if an update is
available when you start the application
‘Disabled’ avoids any check
When you check if an update is available, the application ping the Tension Software
server and receive an answer about the last release available, the application can in
that way know if its obsolete or not.
In case the application will ask you if you like to download an upgrade.

If you download the upgrade, you need to install it.
A common error is to download an upgrade and install it maintaining the old
application somewhere on the hard disk.
Then using to open the documents sometime the old application and sometime the
new one. This cause some problems*. To avoid it simply install your application in
the place dedicated to it, the Application folder. When you install an update on the
standard Application folder, the system will ask if you want to replace the old one
with the new, answering yes will install the new one replacing the old.
*If the application says the document you are trying to open was created with a newer
version of the application, probably you have two different release of the application on your
Hard Disk and you are trying to open a document with the older version after having
modi ed the document with the new one. When you receive a similar message open the
about box inside the application and see if you are running the last release. In case
download it, install it and USE it!

Help
Under the help Menu you can access a PDF user guide, embedded inside the app.
Under the help menu use the Visit Site to access our site a download the very last
version of Data Creator and other software for Mac we make.

Support
You can also obtain support using the ‘Email support’ command under the Help
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menu. An email will be prepared using your email client with the correct address to
send to.
Yes, we answer to your emails.

Data Creator is a Commercial Program
In case of the App Store release a license is already included with your App
Store purchase and you don’t need to buy a license

You can use our software (without a license) for a test period of 10 days
After that you are required to buy a license to be legally authorized to continue to
use our software

Licensing Data Creator
In case of the App Store release a license is already included with your App
Store purchase and you don’t need to buy a license
You can buy a license to use our software using the ‘Buy License’ command under
the Help menu.
You will open in your browser our license web page on our web site
From there you can buy a license to use Data Creator using one of the payment
service we provide. It easy, fast, and secure and all most important form of payment
are accepted.
We carefully selected or international reseller to be sure the buying experience for
our customer will be as best as possible and without any problems.
After purchase you will receive from Tension Software a license email containing
your license code
Open the License dialog with the command ‘license’ under the ‘Data Creator’ menu
and insert the license in the License dialog. The software will become fully licensed
and fully enabled for future use.
License code are remembered by the program and don’t need to be re-inserted at
successive launch.
In case you move on a new Mac you need to re-insert your license
The license is valid for a single Macintosh. You can purchase for two Mac as long as
they are not used at the same time, as example a desktop and a laptop used by the
same user.

About Tension Software and Ecleti
All the software asset by Tension Software is now under Ecleti
New company name but still the same owner and main developer (Roberto Panetta)
So for the users nothing changes. We provide the same software and the services.
All the user licenses are valid and assistance is provided as before to all our users.
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